


SUNDAYS 
 

? with ? 
??????? 

 

Sunday Jazz with Jeannie Becker 
Vintage sounds, traditional jazz classics including bebop, swing, blues and soul, 

await your scrutiny! 

 

another level with judi-jukebox 

Directly informed by the ability of music to carry anyone to ‘another level,’ each 
set unsubscribes from genre, placing sounds in and out of context attempting to 

challenge the consequences of listening. 

 
SIDE-B Radio with phil 

side-b radio features classic and independent hip-hop especially from local artists 
that you normally wouldn't hear on commercial radio. 

 

Music You Can’t Hear on the Radio with Various Hosts 

Folk music these summer Sundays as curated and loved by alternating 

knowledgeable fans Andy Blue, Pete Labriola and Frank Todd. 
 

? with ? 

???????  



MONDAYS 
 

Treasures of Early Music with Marvin Rosen 
Little known repertoire from the Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods with 

the emphasis on works you won’t hear anywhere else. 

 
Jazz with Dan Buskirk 

Jazz, creative and improvised music plus distinctive sounds from diverse genres. 

 

RadioActivity with Abbie from Mars 

Synths. Spasms. Post-punk. Beep beep and beep bop. 
 

Learn Your ABC’s with deirdre dionysiac 

wild & wonder. 
 

Grave Wave with Aida 
I don't understand (this affinity for disorder) 

 

Crash Landing with Michael 

some sounds  



TUESDAYS 

 

Master Classics with Tobias 
A little of everything; mostly Romantic music, much piano and art songs, with 

comments on performance. 

 
Morning Classical with Bob 

If you appreciate the sound of small ensembles then tune for great chamber 

music, both familiar and new. 

 

Rewire with Chaotic Neutral 

the feels on the bus go round and round. grab your 20-sided die and hop in! 

 

The Sonic Bloom with Esoterica 

A mixture of the punk, glam, pop, garage, psychedelic, show tunes, and, at times, 

spoken word, attempting to subvert and liberate dominant assumptions of rock 

music using chaos and humor. 

 

These Vibes Are Too Cosmic with Brian & Stevie 
Science interviews and eclectic music, TVR2C features long-form discussions of 

Princeton's coolest research and the latest science news. 
 

Brainfood with Rob 

SICKNESS never felt so DANK before you JAMMED OUT to BRAIN FOOD with ROB!!!!! 
 

Shamanistic Visions with Don Zo 
Enter the wacky void! Spiral out with me on a healing journey of knowledge and 

insight. If you suddenly can no longer feel your hands.. that's normal.  



WEDNESDAYS 
 

Classical Discoveries with Marvin Rosen 
Little known repertoire from before 1750 as well as late 20th/21st century new 

music from all over the world. 

 
Shh!, No Talking with DJ Dewey 

I am in a library and we are not supposed to talk in libraries but there is a lot of 

music... I am confused. 

 

The Clothesline with Wilbo 
Preparedness and happenstance meet in a weekly battle both instigated and 

mediated by a DJ with decidedly schizophrenic tastes. 

 
Rock with Jon Solomon 

Jon Solomon's long-running freeform radio program. Pastacore, old school hip 
hop 12"s, power pop, jokecore, found sounds, free jazz, post punk singles, doo wop 

compilations, field recordings, raw funk, terminal plaid shirt rock... 

 

The Sprawl with Mickey 

Arabic Free Blues, Disco Folk Hop, Kosmische Country Soul, Bossa Thrash Raga, 
Afro Death Wave, Modal Asian Core, with Electro Jazz Strum. And we Funky, too. 

 

Overdose Radio with Jared 
Get a fresh taste of electronic music—new and old—each week with Overdose 

Radio. 

 
extremities with Don Rettman 

blackened beasts boogie beneath  



THURSDAYS 
 

Classic with Ross Amico 
Join me each week as we explore a creative theme, through a playlist made up 

off-the-beaten-path composers, music and/or performers. 

 
Blues, Bop & Beyond with Will Constantine jr 

A journey through the magic of improvisation in jazz with an emphasis on music as 

a universal language and healing force. 

 

Hometown Soundsystem with DJ Bad Newz 
I highlight and discover local music and share it with listeners. 

 

DOUBLEPLUSGOOD with LIZBOT 
A tangy melange of modern composition, rock in opposition and songs of petition 

on a free-form mission. 
 

oops i inked again with kid squid  

just a squid and some squiddy tunes (femme-fronted punk, ambient, world music, 

and more) 

 
DIY BIG BLAST with Nicky 

Buy my book to restore special juices and fluids to your body. Also, MOSH.  



FRIDAYS 
 

Classical Contemplation with Frank Yandrisevits 
Modern Classical mixes with contemporary composers from all over the world. 

 

Serenade to a Cuckoo with Jerry Gordon 
A proudly diverse modern jazz show, including bebop, hard bop, free jazz, and 

contemporary non-commercial jazz. Special attention is given to new releases. 

 

Not Truth, But Effect with KPC 

Music is the effect that we ride to experience the feelings we cannot during our 
normal lives, in typical conversation. Hop on board. Forget truth, this is effect. 

 

Recherché with DJ Readie Righteous 
Recherché sonically blasts you into your summer weekends. Decompress with 

Readie, then navigate through the threshold for miles of smiles. 
 

don’t back the front with dana k 

post-punk and banter and other assorted honking noises from NJ's most 

congested DJ 

 
Music With Space with Michael Hunter 

Electronic, Avant-Garde, Ambient, Drone and other various and sundry tonalities.  



SATURDAYS 
 

Sangeet with Various Hosts 
Classical and traditional music from the Indian Subcontinent. 

 

The World’s Fare with Pangaeo 
music from around the globe, new and trad, ew and rad 

 

Diurnal Transponders with Professor Yewanmee and Captain Allalone 

assorted music sounds 

 
Scratchy Vinyl with Tim 

Scratchy Vinyl, psychedelic garage au go go, music for surf school drop outs, your 

older brothers record collection.  
 

Contacting Extraterrestrial Beings with Jeffrey Arico 
Contacting Extraterrestrial Beings is a show for extraterrestrial beings only. 

Humans are not welcome. 

 

The Runaway Train Show with Casey Jones 

A runaway train is like the ultimate freedom. You move so fast. You finally feel so 
alive! Nothing can stop you! Until the end of the ride, then it's chaos. 

 

Learn Your ABC’s with deirdre dionysiac 
wild & wonder. 


